In recent years, automatic video caption generation has attracted considerable attention. This paper focuses on the generation of Japanese captions for describing human actions. While most currently available video caption datasets have been constructed for English, there is no equivalent Japanese dataset. To address this, we constructed a large-scale Japanese video caption dataset consisting of 79,822 videos and 399,233 captions. Each caption in our dataset describes a video in the form of "who does what and where." To describe human actions, it is important to identify the details of a person, place, and action. Indeed, when we describe human actions, we usually mention the scene, person, and action. In our experiments, we evaluated two caption generation methods to obtain benchmark results. Further, we investigated whether those generation methods could specify "who does what and where."
Introduction
Automatic video caption generation is a task that outputs the description, or caption, of an input video (Venugopalan et al., 2015b; Venugopalan et al., 2015a; Yao et al., 2015) . Video caption generation has many practical applications such as video searching using natural language queries, natural language video summarization, and use as a communication robot. It can also be useful for visually impaired people. This paper tackles one of such application, namely automatic human action description generation. To describe human actions, it is necessary to recognize and understand "who does what and where." When we explain human actions, it is important to include details of the person, place, and action. While various researchers have already introduced video caption datasets for describing human actions (Sigurdsson et al., 2016; Krishna et al., 2017; Awad et al., 2018) , none of these datasets evaluate those aspects individually. Another problem is that there are difficulties in captioning resource-poor languages. Most previous research has focused on English caption generation due to the scarcity of resources targeting other languages. Each language is unique in terms of properties such as grammar and multiword expressions, making it difficult to determine how to generate captions in other languages. Conversely, the practical applications of caption generation are common to all languages. Hence there is massive demand for caption generation in languages other than English. These issues motivated us to develop a video caption dataset for describing human actions in Japanese (Sect. 2). This dataset is based on 79,822 videos collected from STAIR Actions, a dataset for human action recognition (Yoshikawa et al., 2018) . Each video has five descriptions on average, resulting in 399,233 captions in total. Each caption specifies "who does what and where," and is written in Japanese. This is the first instance of a Japanese video caption dataset, and is the most extensive dataset available, in relation to existing English caption datasets, although English and Japanese are clearly entirely differ- thus a good fit with our objective of describing single actions (i.e., "who does what and where").
Caption Annotation
Human actions can essentially be described in terms of "who does what and where," with action descriptions typically mentioning the scene, person, and the specific action. On this basis, three elements were set as a requirement of our captions.
To annotate the three elements, a question answering annotation procedure was performed. First, we asked workers the following questions about a video:
• Who is present? (PERSON)
• Where are they? (PLACE)
• What are they doing? (ACTION)
In this procedure, acceptable answers were a noun phrase for PERSON and PLACE and a verb phrase for ACTION. Further, we set the following annotation guidelines:
(1) A phrase must describe only what is happening in a video and the things displayed therein. (2) A phrase must not include one's emotions or opinions about the video.
(3) If one does not know the location, write 部屋 (room), 屋内 (indoor), or 屋外 (outdoor).
(4) If one does not know who the person is, write 人 (person).
The phrases obtained were reviewed, and corrected if inaccurate. The annotation work was completed by 125 workers in four months. Figure 1 shows an example of our captions. After phrase annotations were completed, sentences were obtained by complementing Japanese particles で and が:
Obviously, this template-based sentence construction does not produce grammatically differing sentences. Since the Dataset #videos #captions MSVD (Chen and Dolan, 2011) 2k 86k TACoS ML (Rohrbach et al., 2014) 14k 53k MSR-VTT (Xu et al., 2016) 10k 200k Charades (Sigurdsson et al., 2016) 10k 16k LSMDC (Rohrbach et al., 2017) 118k 118k ActivityNet (Krishna et al., 2017) 100k 100k YouCook II (Zhou et al., 2018) 15k 15k VideoStory (Gella et al., 2018) 123k 123k TRECVID (Awad et al., 2018) 2k 10k
Ours 80k 399k objective of this research is to specify human actions, the captions may not require complex sentence patterns such as anastrophe and taigendome (a rhetorical device in Japanese); i.e., ending a sentence with a noun. Moreover, the sentences produced were not unnatural. As a result, we obtained a total of 399,233 sentences. Table 1 shows the statistics for the annotated phrases and the sentences obtained using the template. As the table shows, the unique sentences account for 76.7% of the total. For determining vocabulary size, we used KyTea 3 (Neubig et al., 2011) , a morphological analyzer, to tokenize each phrase/sentence into words. In PLACE, the frequency of the terms (部屋, 屋内, and 屋外) was 118,092; i.e., these terms comprise one third of the phrases. There were 27,835 instances of 人; that is, 7% of PERSON phrases.
Related Work
Many video caption datasets have been constructed recently, including MSVD (Chen and Dolan, 2011), Charades (Sigurdsson et al., 2016) , ActivityNet (Krishna et al., 2017) , and TRECVID (Awad et al., 2018) . Table 2 (a) Sentence-wise approach (b) Phrase-wise approach Figure 2 : Overview of two sentence generation approaches. (a) A sentence-wise generation approach generates a sentence directory using a single encoder-decoder model. (b) A phrase-wise approach first generates three phrases (PLACE, PERSON, and ACTION) separately, and then outputs a complete sentence using the template.
summarizes the video caption datasets most commonly used in video captioning experiments. Apart from MSVD, these datasets only provide English descriptions, and while MSVD contains 15 languages captions besides English, it has a limited number of captions (i.e., 6,245 captions at most) in other languages and none in Japanese language. Differing from MSVD, the dataset described in this paper provides descriptions in Japanese not English. There are some existing video caption datasets for describing human actions. ActivityNet is a video caption dataset whose main objective is to detect and describe numerous events (human actions) in a long video (180 seconds on average), requiring the ability to recognize the dependencies between human actions. Conversely, each video in our dataset only contains just one action, which is appropriate for our research objective. Charades also provides descriptions of human actions. However, participant details are insufficient, with "a person" appearing frequently in the captions. Each sentence in TRECVID includes four elements of the video: Who, what, where, and when. Our dataset is similar in spirit to the TRECVID dataset but ours is larger. TRECVID contains about 2k videos with 10k captions, while our dataset has approximately 80k videos with 399k captions.
Sentence Generation
We evaluated two sentence generation approaches: sentence-wise and phrase-wise approaches. Figure 2 presents an overview of both. The sentence-wise approach generates a whole sentence using a single encoder-decoder model; a standard approach in the video captioning literature. The phrase-wise approach uses three encoder-decoders. It first generates PLACE, PERSON, and ACTION, respectively, and then fills in slots in the template (i.e., PLACE で PERSON が ACTION). This approach is a reasonable way of achieving the current objective of generating a description that specifies "who does what and where." Another advantage to this approach is that the training decoders for phrase generation is easier than for sentence generation.
Since phrases are shorter than sentences, it is sufficient for the decoders to target relatively short sequences of words.
In our experiments, we used a multi-modality fusion caption generation method (Jin et al., 2016 )-the winning solution of the MSR Video to Language Challenge 2016as the encoder-decoder model in both sentence-wise and phrase-wise approaches; a method frequently used as a baseline in video captioning experiments. In this method, the encoder (a multilayer feedforward network) transforms multi-modality features into a single vector, and the decoder (a recurrent neural network) generates a sequence of words from the vector. The output word sequence is chosen by beam search. To eliminate length bias, we used the length normalization presented in Wu et al. (2016) .
Experiment
We used sentence and phrase generation tasks to evaluate our dataset. The objective of this experiment was to investigate two points: (i) whether the methods can specify "who does what and where" and (ii) the differences between sentence-wise and phrase-wise approaches.
Experimental Setups
Dataset We randomly split the videos into training (80%), development (10%), and test (10%) sets. We ran SentencePiece 4 (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) , an unsupervised text tokenizer, to segment captions into subwords. We trained the SentencePiece model on a subset of the entire set of captions used to train the captioning methods. The vocabulary size of this model was set to 8,000. Evaluation Criteria In accordance with the literature (Long et al., 2018; Pan et al., 2017; Gan et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Phan et al., 2017) , generated captions were evaluated based on three criteria; BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002) , ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004) , and CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015) . In the evaluation phase, we first tokenized the generated captions and references using KyTea, and then computed scores. Hyperparameters We used a gated recurrent unit as recurrent neural network (RNN) cell, and tuned the following hyperparameters: RNN hidden state size, RNN layer size, learning rate, weight decay, dropout probability, beam width, and length normalization coefficient. We chose those with the best CIDEr score on the development set. Input Modality We used image and motion modalities as encoder inputs. The image modality captures static image content from video frames. In accordance with previous work (Long et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018) , we used the last layer of the ResNet-152 (He et al., 2016) trained on ImageNet. 5 First, we sampled frames at 3 fps and then extracted a 2,048 dimensional vector from each frame. The motion modality captures the local temporal motion. We used 3D ResNeXt-101 (Hara et al., 2018) trained on Kinetics-400. 6 We first split a video into a set Table 4 : Results from the sentence generation task.
of 16 frames and then converted each set (16 frames) to a 2,048-dimensional vector. In both modalities, we used mean pooling to aggregate the vectors obtained from a video. Table 3 shows results from the phrase generation task. In all methods except PLACE, the best results were obtained when two modalities were input (I + M). In PLACE, use of the image modality alone was found to be more efficient. This is as expected because generating a phrase for PLACE does not require information about local temporal motion. Consequently, the generator with two modalities did not affect the results. Table 4 shows the results of sentence generation. The use of two modalities with both sentence-wise and phrase-wise generation performed better than the single modality cases across all criteria, and image modality alone came second. We found the phrase-wise approach outperformed sentence-wise generations in BLEU and CIDEr. In ROUGE, the sentence-wise approach was observed to be slightly better than the phrase-wise approach.
Experimental Results

Generated Captions
We presented three samples of generated captions and references. Figure 3 shows that the phrase-wise approach captured the action (blowing a horn) of the input video, while the sentence-wise approach generated the wrong action phrase (taking a photo). Contrary to these results, the captions generated by the sentence-wise approach, shown in figure 4, are better than those of the phrase-wise approach. In Figure 5 , neither approach generated accurate action phrases.
Conclusion
We constructed a new video caption dataset for describing human actions in Japanese. The advantage of this dataset is that the captions are written in Japanese and specify "who does what and where." To specify this, we conducted two procedures: Phrase annotation and template-based sentence construction. Although the template-based construction does not produce grammatically varied sentences, the sentences produced are not unnatural. Our dataset, consisting of 79,822 videos and 399,233 captions, is the first Japanese caption dataset, and the largest video caption dataset in any language with respect to the number of captions. We evaluated two approaches based on a multi-modality fusion caption generation method on our dataset: Sentencewise and phrase-wise approaches. Experiments showed that the phrase-wise approach outperformed the sentencewise approach with respect to BLEU and CIDEr. In addition, we evaluated phrase generation quality using our dataset, employing phrase generation tasks to ascertain whether the generation methods specified "who does what and where." We observed that the image and motion modalities to be useful in explaining PERSON and ACTION, while image modality alone was sufficient for PLACE. 白い壁の部屋の中で黒い服を着た男性が緑色の服を着た男性を殴っている (A man worn black clothes is hitting a man worn green clothes in a room with white walls) 白い壁で薄暗い屋内でカーキや黒のトップスを着た体格のいい男性たちが護身術を教わっている (Muscular men worn khaki and black clothes are being taught self-defense in a dim room with white wall) (d) Reference descriptions and generated sentences. Figure 5 : An example of ground truth descriptions and sentences generated by the sentence-wise and phrase-wise methods.
